Privileged and Confidential

Hi Paul:
Tim passed along your request and since I look after Amazon, Apple and MSFT from a Top Partner perspective I'm happy to participate in your exercise but do have a question or two.

Is this around Assistant services or Google Search services as Amazon is not considered a search site. We compete with Amazon in Ads and of course HW with assistive devices but trying to understand if this is about Search or something else (ads or assistant related).

As you know, we are the default search engine in Apple's browser (Safari). Forcing a choice screen on Apple will likely not be good for us.

Any clarity would be helpful.

Thanks
Joan

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Tim Palmer Redacted@google.com>
Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2019 at 3:50 PM
Subject: Re: Interoperability regulatory strategy
To: Paul Shaw Redacted@google.com>, Joan Braddi Redacted@google.com>,
CC: David Price Redacted@google.com>, Patrick Jabal Redacted@google.com>, Matthew Bye Redacted@google.com>,
Adam Cohen Redacted@google.com>, Abhi Taneja Redacted@google.com>

+Joan Braddi who is probably best positioned to speak to status with major competitors (but happy to help).

Thanks,

Tim
Redacted - Privileged

Tim Palmer | Director, Global Product Partnerships | Redacted@google.com | Redacted
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